We describe the use of optical memory disks as elements in optical information processing architectures. The optical disk is an optical memory device with a storage capacity approaching 1010 bits which is naturally suited to parallel access. We discuss optical disk characteristics which are important in optical computing systems such as contrast, diffraction efficiency, and phase uniformity. We describe techniques for holographic storage on optical disks and present reconstructions of several types of computer-generated holograms. Various optical information processing architectures are described for applications such as database retrieval, neural network implementation, and image correlation. Selected systems are experimentally demonstrated.
grams.

I. Introduction
Ever since the introduction of the videodisc system in the late 1970s and the compact audio disk player in the mid-1980s, optical disk technology has been maturing at a rapid pace. Both write-once read-many (WORM) and magnetooptic read/write disk drives are presently available for high density storage on mainframes and personal computers. The conventional mode of both reading and writing used in present optical disk systems is serial. Specifically, a laser source will write one bit of data at a time on the disk, typically through a thermal mechanism.' Readout is achieved by using a lower power beam to illuminate the location of each bit on the disk individually and, based on the reflected or transmitted intensity detected, the bit is decoded as a logical 1 or 0. Although serial readout is well suited to conventional computers, the optical disk itself is naturally a parallel readout device. 2 ' 3 To see this, consider illuminating a large portion of the disk with a collimated beam. The reflected or transmitted light contains all the data originally recorded in the illuminated area and a simple imaging system makes these data available to a detector array. This parallel access capability can be attractive when trying to solve memory access and contention problems in parallel computing architectures or when try-ing to implement an intelligent memory search procedure as with database machines. 4 Further, the optical disk represents a high resolution, computer controllable, spatial light modulator (SLM) which may be used in various optical computing architectures. For example, images stored on an optical disk may serve as a library of references in an optical image correlator and holograms stored on the disk may serve as interconnect patterns for hybrid optical/VLSI based neural networks.
In this paper we discuss the application of optical disk technology to areas in which parallel retrieval may be advantageous. We begin by characterizing the disk system used in our work, a Sony prototype sampled format drive with both WORM and magnetooptic media. In Sec. III we discuss parallel optical readout of 2-D blocks of data such as images. In the same section, we describe the use of optical disks as holographic storage media. We present and analyze several techniques for storing and retrieving data holographically and suggest some applications of holographic disk based storage. In Sec. IV we describe the use of optical disks as both storage and interconnect elements in neural network architectures. Finally, optical disk based image correlators are described and demonstrated in Sec. V. All the applications we discuss here are designed to combine the parallelism and interconnectivity of optics with a mature optical disk technology to result in feasible optical systems that perform useful computational tasks.
II. Characterization
The prototype Sony disk system used in most of our work ( Fig. 1 ) can read and write both write-once and magnetooptic 5-in. reflective optical disks. The system records data as circular 1l-m diam pixels along a spiral on the disk with 20,000 turns between a 3-cm inner radius and 6-cm outer radius. The disk is divided into thirty-two sectors, and each loop of the spiral from the beginning of sector 0 to the end of sector 31 is called a track. Because the radius of the tracks changes gradually with angle, we often model the tracks as concentric circles separated by 1.5 ,m. Pixels are recorded with a constant angular separation of .001°. This corresponds to an along track pixel-topixel separation that varies between .5 Asm and 1 m depending on radial position on the disk. This pixel recording density yields a storage capacity of over 7 X 109 bits on each side of the disk. The system is interfaced to a personal computer (PC) which provides serial read/write access to the disks. The system can read or write up to 15 million bits/s. Consequently a 1000 X 1000 image can be entered on the disk in 1/15 s.
Since we can only write one line of the image per revolution, about 30s are required to record the image in 2-D format on the disk. Note, however, that a thousand images using the same tracks could also be written during the same amount of time.
A variety of materials and recording mechanisms have been proposed for use in optical disks. ' We briefly describe the recording mechanism employed in the write-once disk that we use in our experiments (see Ref. 5 for further details). The disk contains four thin metal alloy films of Sb 2 Se 3 (300 A), Bi 2 Te 3 (150 A), Sb 2 Se 3 (1400 A), and Al (1000 A) formed by sputtering deposition on a glass or plastic substrate. The thickness of the various layers is chosen so that they form a low (5%) reflectivity interference filter. During the recording stage, a focused laser beam heats a spot of the Bi 2 Te 3 layer through absorption. The Bi 2 Te 3 and Sb 2 Se 3 then form a four-element alloy by diffusion, eliminating the sharp interfaces between the layers. The low reflectivity interference filter is thus destroyed increasing the reflectivity of the medium to 12%. This reflectivity difference is detected during readout and decoded as a logical 1 or 0. The reflectivity of an interference filter is wavelength dependent. Our quoted figures are for the 633 nm He-Ne illumination that we use, but the thicknesses of the layers are chosen to maximize the change in reflectivity for the laser diode wavelength of 830 nm.
The magnetooptic disk contains a rare earth transition-metal alloy of TbFeCo. During the recording stage, the laser heats a spot on the disk above 1800C, the Curie temperature of the material. As the spot cools below this temperature, the material within the spot retains the magnetization of an external field applied perpendicular to the disk surface. The polarization of a low power readout laser rotates on reflection from the spot by an angle of ±0.150, from the magnetooptic Kerr effect. The reflectivity of the magnetooptic disk is 17%, and the sign of the rotation angle depends on the direction of magnetization in the spot. This rotation is detected through a crossed polarizer and decoded as a logical 1 or 0. Depending on the setting of the polarizers, the amplitude of the light corresponding to the two states can be either on/off or plus/minus. 6 Current disk systems use either continuous or sampled format schemes to maintain the position of the head over data in a track. Continuous format systems use a return signal either from a guide-groove embossed on the disk or the recorded data itself to constantly monitor and correct the position of the head relative to the data in a track. In contrast, sampled format systems, such as our experimental one, use tracking and timing information embossed along radial lines on the disk to periodically monitor and correct the head position. These lines of tracking and timing information appear every 270 pixels. Each line consists of a pattern of three embossed pits repeated in all 20,000 tracks as shown in Fig. 2 . The first two pits provide tracking information. They are displaced an equal distance from the center of the track, one toward the inside of the disk and the other toward the outside. If the head is exactly over the center of the track, the readout signal strength of the two pits will be equal; otherwise, the signal returning from one of the pits will be stronger than the other, thus indicating the direction to move the head. The third pit provides timing information used to synchronize the system clock and the disk.
There are two byproducts of the sampled format scheme that facilitate the parallel readout of data. First, the across track alignment of tracking and timing information combined with the synchronization between recorder and disk rotation allows us to specify the position of individual pixels with submicron accuracy in any one of more than one billion locations.
This provides us with across track coherence, the ability to radially align pixels across different tracks. In contrast, with continuous format systems, the position of pixels in different tracks can drift by several pixel widths within a single sector. Second, the absence of guide-grooves allows us to retrieve high contrast images from low contrast media through schlieren imaging as described in Sec. III.
When we consider using the disk as a spatial light modulator, a number of additional performance issues arise. The resolution is determined by the track spacing in the radial direction (1.5 gtm) and the minimum spot size in the azimuthal direction (0.5-1 Em). Notice that there is an inherent sampling in the radial direction due to the tracks. At the outer tracks, where the recorded pixels do not overlap, the image is also sampled in the azimuthal direction. We see later that we can make use of image diffraction caused by this sampling. Figure 3 shows the far field diffraction pattern when a grating recorded on the disk is illuminated. The grating was formed by periodically recording two tracks with all pixels on followed by two tracks with all pixels off. In Fig. 3(a) , the grating is recorded on the inner tracks where pixels overlap along the track. In this case, the image is sampled in only one dimension thus producing diffraction orders in one dimension only. Figure 3(b) shows the diffraction with the same grating recorded at the outer edge of the disk. In this case, sampling in both dimensions results in a 2-D diffraction pattern. The maximum spatial frequency that can be recorded without aliasing of the image spectra is one-half of the sampling frequency in each direction. The reflectance function of the disk is basically binary both for the write-once and the magnetooptic disks. We have observed some dynamic range in the reflectivity of the write-once disks, controllable by varying the exposure for each pixel. We have not yet characterized fully the grey scale capability of the system. In any case, some form of area modulation can be used to encode multiple grey levels at the expense of space-bandwidth product. We will demonstrate one such method in the following section. The contrast of the light reflected from the disk is low for the Sony write-once disks (2:1). For magnetooptic disks, the polarization of the modulated light is orthogonal to the polarization of the incident light and the use of orthogonal polarizers in conjunction with the carrier encoding method discussed in the next section yields excellent contrast, limited primarily by the quality of the polarizers. Many of the processing architectures we propose use coherent processing techniques requiring phase uniformity across the surface of the disk. We have used a Fizeau interferometer to measure the phase uniformity of the Sony disks. Figure 4 shows a Fizeau interferogram of a 24-X 36-mm area of a glass-covered Sony write-once disk taken with a He-Ne laser source providing illumination. The figure shows numerous regions on the disk with optical thickness variations of less than a wavelength ( = 633 nm) over distances of several millimeters. These regions are sufficiently large to contain images or holograms thousands of pixels on a side. The greater phase variation towards the outer edge of the disk is most likely caused by index variations due to stresses induced during manufacturing. We have also tested plastic-covered disks which generally show greater phase variation than the glasscovered ones.
In most uses, it would be more convenient if the optical disk system recorded pixels on a Cartesian grid. However, as noted earlier, our system actually writes pixels along curved tracks. We can neglect this curvature if we restrict attention to a small area of the disk. Consider a region at a distance R from the disk center. As shown in Fig. 5 , we establish Cartesian coordinate axes with x in the azimuthal or along track direction and y in the radial or across track direction. Equation (1) converts the polar coordinates of the disk to the Cartesian coordinates in the region of interest:
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The center-to-center spacing of the pixels in the radial dimension is 3 r and the angular separation between adjacent pixels is 6 in azimuth. We now superimpose a Cartesian grid on this pixel structure with x and y spacings as follows: (2) This choice for A., and Ay provides the best match between the pixels recorded on the disk and the points on the Cartesian grid. We now calculate the deviation of the pixel locations from their presumed Cartesian locations. The presumed coordinates of the points on the Cartesian grid are
Ix':= nAx -y MA4J (3) whereas the actual location of the pixels on the polar grid are
The actual Cartesian coordinates of the recorded pixels, therefore, are
,m n 2rR 2R (5) We calculate the deviation between the actual pixel position and the presumed location on the Cartesian grid by subtracting Eq. (5) from Eq. (3): (6) For an array of 1000 X 1000 pixels on the Sony disks, the worst case pixel placement error is 1.25% of the array size (12.5 pixels) in the x-direction (at R = 3 cm, Ax = 0.5 Am, and Ay = 1.5 Am) and 0.14% of the array size (1.4 pixels) in the y-direction (at R = 6 cm, Ax = 1 ,m, and Ay = 1.5 ym). In applications where this kind of positional error is not tolerable, we need to compensate the curvature through optical techniques and/or the recording geometry. We describe such methods in greater detail in the following section. Diffraction efficiency is a key parameter in determining overall system efficiency since many of the optical systems presented in the following sections use light diffracted from the disk. Given an accurate model of the surface reflectivity of the disk and how it will be used in an optical system, we can calculate the expected efficiency of the disk in that application. We model the reflectivity pattern of the disk using the following equation: (7) n,m where bnm represents the binary pixel pattern, ro and r, the reflectivity of unwritten and written pixels, respectively, the convolution operation, and s(x,y) the shape of each pixel.
The light reflected from the surface of the disk Er(X,Y) is the product of the reflectivity pattern of Eq. (7) with the field of the illuminating light beam E(x,y):
We can use Fresnel diffraction to calculate the field due to light reflected from the disk at any distance from the disk, as follows:
f f ~jXl 2
The efficiency X of the disk can then be found by integrating the intensity of light reflected by the disk over the region of space z where the optical system captures reflected light and dividing by the incident light energy:
In the Appendix, as an example, we estimate the diffraction efficiency of the disk for schlieren imaging of the first diffracted order. Substituting parameters for the Sony write-once disk into Eq. (A7), [r 1 2 = 0.12, IroI2 = 0.05, Ax = 0.5 Am, = 1.5 Am, and Ar = 0.5 Am with b(xy) = 1, n = 0, and m = 1], we find an estimated efficiency of Be = 0.112% compared with a measured efficiency of flm = 0.114%. We estimate that the magnetooptic disk will be almost 1000X less efficient than the write-once disk in most applications. This large loss in efficiency was also observed experimentally.
III. Imaging and Holography
The fact that data can be retrieved in parallel from optical disks creates the possibility for eliminating some of the bottlenecks that currently exist in computers due to the mismatch between mass storage media and semiconductor memories. 2 A parallel random access memory would be one possible way to construct a parallel readout optical memory. In this case, M out of the N bits stored on a disk could be specified and retrieved simultaneously. In such a system, the apparatus that would scan the memory to realize this paral- With N = 1010 and M = 1000, we obtain about 107000 distinct states. It is clearly not practical to realize an optical scanning mechanism that can do this. Therefore, we conclude that we must somehow structure the stored data to reduce the complexity of the access mechanism. The most straightforward way to impose such structure is to arrange the stored data in 2-D blocks, M bits each, that are retrievable in parallel. This reduces the number of choices the access mechanism addresses to a practical (NIM) = 107 for the previously quoted numbers. In this section, we discuss several methods, including holographic, for recording and retrieving 2-D blocks of data from optical disks. Figure 6 is a photograph of a binary image written on the Sony write-once disk as viewed through a microscope. This image consists of 4024 X 512 pixels recorded on a polar grid. Note that the track curvature is not visible. The parallel lines, evident in the figure, are the radial strips of tracking and timing information described in the previous section. There are 270 pixels between each pair of these lines. Individual pixels are not discernible in this figure, but they are perfectly aligned in the radial direction resulting in the accurate recording of the letters in the figure. Note the poor contrast in Fig. 6 . This is because the disk has an offstate (unwritten) reflectivity of 5%, while the on-state (written) reflectivity is only 12%. This large background and low differential reflectivity results in the poor contrast seen in the photo. Rilum and Tanguay used an interferometric technique to eliminate the background light obtained on reflection from a stamped optical disk. 7 This technique is not applicable to the Sony disk because the recorded data do not appear as embossed pits but rather as local variations in surface reflectivity. We use an alternative means for improving the contrast of the retrieved image. Since the binary image b(xy) to be recorded on the disk is sampled by a polar grid, light reflected from the disk will be diffracted into many orders or sidebands whose center frequencies will be determined by the grid spacing. To make this clear, consider Eq. (12) for the reflectivity of the disk:
with the x-axis in the along track direction and the yaxis in the radial direction, as before. Since the background reflectivity r is not sampled, energy in the first-and high-order diffracted fields arises only from the presence of the recorded image. Therefore, an image formed by the first-order diffracted field will not contain any bias light and will have high contrast. We can calculate how much energy is diffracted into the first-order and compare this to the total incident energy to obtain an estimate for the efficiency of the disk. The Fourier transform of the reflectivity function is (13 where B(u,v) and S(u,v) are the Fourier transforms of b(x,y) and s(x,y), respectively. The term that contributes to the formation of the desired image is
From these two equations we can express the disk
. (15) For the Sony optical disk we have calculated the disk efficiency to be 0.112% (see Sec. II for parameters).
This value agrees well with the measured efficiency of 0.114%. For a more detailed derivation of the efficiency of a schlieren imaging system used to image the optical disk surface, see the Appendix. An example of a high contrast image obtained by imaging the first diffracted order is shown in Fig. 7 . The light diffracted by the tracks was selected to form this image. As described in Sec. II, when we assume that pixels are written on a Cartesian grid, the presence of track curvature leads to positional errors given by Eq. (6). In the schlieren imaging system described above, the positional error of a recorded spot can lead to amplitude and phase errors in its contribution to the reflected field. We neglect the amplitude error since it only becomes significant when the position error (x,y) is comparable to the distance between the disk and the image plane. The phase error observed in a given direction, however, can be approximated in most cases by the dot product between the wavevector in that direction k and the position error. Since Iki is large, this phase error cannot be neglected. When we consider only the first-order diffracted beam, kx = 0 and the apparent phase error over the disk is given by cm. This distortion can be corrected by an illumination system containing a cylindrical lens of focal length F. The product of the incident wavefront and the reflectance function of the disk in this case is E,(x,y) = Ej(xy)P(xy), (19) where Er(xy) is the reflected field, Ei(xy) = exp(jax 2 ) is the incident field corrected by the cylindrical lens, and (x,y) is the apparent reflectance function of the disk surface including the phase error. The illuminating optics should be chosen so that Er(x,y) = r(xy), which yields a = -k/2f. With this value for a, the incident illumination is given by Ei = exp(-jkx 2 /2f) which can be generated by a line source located a distance f in front of the disk. A cylindrical lens with focal length F, at a distance F + f in front of the disk, can be used to form the line source. Correcting for this cylindrical lens effect does not, however, account for the positional errors of pixels due to the polar grid. In Sec. II we found that the position error of pixels in large images can exceed the pixel spacing. Since some applications require pixel position errors less than the interpixel separation, to minimize these errors we must make the interface to the disk conform to this polar recording format. For example, to accurately record an image sensed by a television camera, the camera should be modified to scan along curved lines matching the shape of the tracks on the disk.
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Although the optical disk is basically a binary storage medium, it can also encode grey level images. Area modulation can be used to code multiple reflectivity levels for superpixels consisting of several bits. For example, turning on n out of N pixels in a superpixel can be used to represent the integer value n. Various superpixel coding techniques have been investigated in the past. 8 We have implemented an area modulation scheme which uses a stochastic procedure to determine the position of on-pixel locations within each superpixel. In addition, this scheme improves the dynamic range of regions of low spatial frequency by stochastically selecting the value to be recorded in each element of an array of superpixels. Specifically, if a uniform region of p superpixels maps to a grey level between n and n + 1, randomly choosing between two levels for each superpixel in the region provides the entire p-superpixel region with an expected grey level equal to any one of p -1 additional levels between n and n + 1. Figure 8 was generated using the area modulation recording scheme on the write-once disk and a schlieren imaging system as described above. The image shown consists of 512 X 480 superpixels each of dimension 6 X 4 pixels. The number of distinct grey levels recorded on the disk therefore was twenty-five. The grey levels present in the original image are clearly evident in the figure.
In addition to the recording and retrieval of images, the optical disk is an ideal medium for the storage of computer generated holograms (CGHs). 9 - 12 25 The imaging technique described above may be thought of as simply the reconstruction of an image plane hologram. Any other computer generated hologram can just as easily be stored on the optical disk. We have investigated various techniques for the calculation and recording of CGHs on the optical disk.
The first method we investigated is based on using the computer to form the holograms of the individual points that make up an image. Thresholding a Fresnel hologram of a single point (xojyo,zo) yields a Fresnel zone plate. It can be calculated by simply evaluating the real part of the Fresnel transform of a single point and thresholding the result, as shown below:
The reconstruction of the object point is achieved by illuminating the reflection hologram hp(x,y) with a plane wave. One component of the reflected field is a spherical wave converging to the point (x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ). In a similar fashion, the Fresnel hologram of multiple points is calculated by summing many individual holograms and thresholding the result:
where (xm,ym,zm) are the coordinates of the dots with which we construct the image that is stored holographically. The Ym terms are chosen in the range from 0 to Xzo/;A-T _X 2 , and the xm terms in the range from 0 to Xzo/TA. -X2. This guarantees that the reconstruction of the first-order in the y-direction does not overlap with any of the other orders. In effect, this is how we construct an off-axis hologram. If the number of dots that comprise the image is far less than the spacebandwidth product of the hologram, a reconstruction with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is obtained. Figure 9 shows the reconstruction of a binary Fresnel hologram we have recorded on a write-once disk. The reconstructed object contains over 100 points.
The hologram consists of a 1000 X 1000 array of pixels recorded on the disk at a radius equal to 4 cm. By simply illuminating the hologram with a raw beam, we observe a self-focused reconstruction at a distance of 10 cm from the disk. The size of the reconstructed image is 3 X 5 cm which is much larger than the size of the hologram itself (0.7 X 1 mm). This is a convenient feature which allows us to match the high density storage medium with a lower resolution array of detectors. Figure 10 shows the reconstruction of a Fresnel hologram recorded on the magnetooptic disk. In this case, the reconstructed hologram was observed through crossed polarizers to enhance the contrast. This polarization filtering technique, made possible by the polarization switching property of magnetooptic modulation, is necessary in this case because of the lower efficiency of the magnetooptic disk.
We can also record any conventional CGH (e.g., Lohmann or Lee).' 3 -' 5 One CGH technique we have investigated consists of forming 1-D superpixels with position encoding of phase information. As can be seen in Fig. 11(a) , each 1-D superpixel consists of four pixels along a specific track. By selecting the appropriate combinations of pixels to record within a group, each superpixel can be made to represent any of the nine phasors including the zero phaser shown in Fig.  11 (b). We may also be able to represent a larger number of phasors without increasing the size of the superpixels by varying the size of the recorded pixels. In our system, this can be accomplished by either changing the energy used to write each pixel or by multiply exposing pixels. We can also store Fourier holograms by simply recording the complex Fourier transform of the object field as described above. The Fourier transform hologram can be calculated in a number of ways; for exam- ple, we could use the fast Fourier transform algorithm or we could calculate a Fresnel hologram using Eq. (22) with a large z 0 . This latter approach is equivalent to calculating the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the object and is the approach we have chosen. Shown in Fig. 12 is the reconstruction from a binary Fourier transform hologram. The data for this hologram were computed by thresholding the real part of the Fourier transform of the object. The hologram consists of 1000 X 1000 pixels written on the disk at a radius of 4 cm. Reconstruction was achieved using a Fourier transform lens.
One can also combine the Fourier and Fresnel hologram methods described above. For example, Fig. 13 shows the image reconstructed from a hologram generated using the Fourier transform in the along track direction and the Fresnel hologram in the across track direction. This transformation is given by the following equation:
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.Re 000 [a] [b] resolution element in the reconstruction from an N. X Ny-pixel Fourier transform hologram is given by {; =AXF A.,N (24) in the x-and y-directions, respectively. F is the focal length of the Fourier transform lens used in the reconstruction.
The shift observed in the reconstruction plane as a function of disk rotation angle 0 is 
As before, we record a thresholded version of the real part of h(xy). Reconstruction is achieved using a cylindrical lens. Another storage scheme might involve calculating the 1-D Fourier transform of each line of the object and storing these 1-D signals along separate tracks. One benefit of using the Fourier transform in the along track direction and an imaging lens across track is that across track coherence is no longer required for parallel readout of 2-D data arrays since each track reconstructs a shift invariant line of data.' 6 We would also like to use the shift invariance property of the Fourier holograms in the along track direction to generate stationary reconstructions from a rotating disk. Unfortunately, this is not exactly true. As the disk rotates, the hologram experiences both translation and rotation. Rotation of a Fourier transform hologram results in an equal rotation of the reconstruction around the axis defined by the direction of the zero-order reflected beam. Thus, disk rotation results in apparent rotation and translation of the reconstructed image. We can neglect this motion if the reconstructed image moves less than a resolution element during the observation period. The size of a
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The hologram subtends an angle = NA. In order that the reconstruction remain stationary during a rotation of the disk by 0, we find the following limits on the size of the hologram:
Maki g asmal 0 ppro imaion we rri e atthefol (26) Making a small 0 approximation, we arrive at the following set of constraints for N, and Ny:
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Thus, for the disk parameters in our experiment, the holograms must be smaller than 300 X 300 pixels, if we require the motion of the reconstruction to be negligible.
IV. Neural Networks
Neural network architectures are particularly well suited for the use of optical disks. This is due to the large memory that is typically required for the storage of the interconnecting weights in large networks. The optical disk not only supplies this storage capability, but in addition it provides the rapid access that is necessary for fast computation of the mapping of the network. Figure 14 shows a multilayer feedforward network, the most common neural network architecture. In this architecture, neurons are grouped in layers. The input to the jth neuron in the lth layer is xl and its output is y(. The weight of the interconnection between the input of this neuron and the output of the kth neuron in the previous layer is Wlk. Equation (28) governs the operation of the networ:
where f is typically a sigmoidal function. An implementation of a feedforward network using optical disks combined with analog VLSI chips is shown in Fig. 15 . The VLSI chip implements a single layer of the network. The weights that are used for propagating through one layer are optically loaded via the third dimension from the disk. An array of photodiodes is integrated into the VLSI chip for this purpose. The weights for the different layers of the network are stored adjacent to one another along the azimuthal direction of the disk. To achieve a multilayer network, we first download the weights for the first layer. The VLSI chip then evaluates the response of the first layer and stores the result. Meanwhile, the disk is spun so that the weights of the next layer are aligned with the chip, the new weights are downloaded and the response for the next layer is evaluated on the chip. This procedure is repeated until the response of the final layer is evaluated.
There are several possible implementations of the basic idea described in the previous paragraph. We describe a particular chip design which we are implementing experimentally. A schematic diagram of this chip is shown in Fig. 16 . The neurons and synapses are arranged as a crossbar. The output of each neuron in the top row is a voltage source that raises the potential of its corresponding vertical wire to 5 V if the neuron is on or sets it to 0 V if the neuron is off. The amount of current that flows from each vertical wire into a horizontal wire is determined by the channel resistance of the field effect transister FET at the corresponding intersection. The total current in each horizontal wire is the sum of the currents that were contributed from all the vertical wires. This summed current becomes the input to the neuron attached to each horizontal line. The neuron circuit accepts the input current, thresholds it, and generates an output voltage. The entire circuit is actually bidirectional. A horizontal wire that was previously used to sum the currents that flow from the vertical wires, can also be used to broadcast the state (voltage) of the neuron attached to it. Consequently, if the weights can be dynamically updated, a single chip can be used for the implementation of a multilayer network with data going back and forth between the two sets of neurons.
The strength of the connection between two neurons is increased by raising the gate voltage of the FET located at the intersection between the corresponding wires. The gate voltage is controlled by a circuit consisting of a series combination of a reverse-biased photodiode and a second, reset transistor. At the beginning of each cycle, the reset transistors are turned on, which sets the gates of the synapse transistors to 0 V. The reset transistors are then turned off for the rest of the cycle. The weights that are stored on the disk are imaged onto the chip. To facilitate this description, we will assume for the moment that the weights are binary (0,1) and we discuss later in more detail how to handle multivalued weights. When light from the disk strikes a photodiode on the chip, current flows through the photodiode charging the gate of the synapse transistor. This turns the transistor on, allowing current to flow between horizontal and vertical wires. We have not yet completed the testing of this chip, but we have characterized a circuit that consists of just two synapses that are however much more complex. Figure 17 is a circuit diagram of one of the synapses that were fabricated. This synapse is a multiplying digital-to-analog converter (MDAC) 17 contributing a current to the target neuron proportional to the product between the signal received from the input neuron and the weight, encoded as a binary quintuple, that is optically received by a set of five photodiodes. The weight and the neuron activity can be bipolar. This is achieved through the use of a pair of horizontal and vertical wires for each neuron. We denote the wires in the vertical and horizontal directions by V+,V; and H+,H-, respectively. Four of the five photodiodes are dedicated to receiving the four bit weight value and the fifth, on the far left of Fig. 17 , is for the sign bit. The five reset transistors in this design initially charge the gate voltages of the synapse transistors to Vdd. There are two pairs of pass transistors shown in Fig. 17 . At any one time, one transistor of each pair is on and the other is off. In this manner, the setting of the pass transistors determines which two perpendicular wires are connected. The setting of the pass transistors is controlled by the sign bit with the help of the inverter circuit. The strength of the interconnection is determined by the setting of the synapse transistor, which in turn is determined by the optical signal on the photodiodes (the binary encoded weight). The channel resistance of an FET is proportional to its width-tolength ratio (W/L). The analog-to-digital conversion is performed by scaling logarithmically W/L in the four synapse transistors. For example, suppose we are receiving a positive input signal along the vertical wires and the weight is negative. In this case, both vertical wires are set to 5 V by the output stage of the associated neuron. The sign bit through the pass transistors closes the circuit between the V-and Hn wires. The amount of current that flows to Hn is proportional to the integer value corresponding to the four bit binary number detected by the photodiodes and also depends on the voltage setting (Vref • 5 V) of Hn-. If the sign bit flips, current will flow in the same direction but on H+. The target neuron subtracts the currents on Hn+ and Hn to form its output and hence a bipolar weight is realized.
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The photograph in Fig. 18 shows the pair of synapses which was fabricated through MOSIS. The circuitry for the synapses is protected by a layer of metal. Each of the ten squares in the figure containing r shaped features is a 26-X 27-Asm opening in this protective layer which allows light to strike the 20-X 21-jum photodiode located underneath. The plot of Fig. 19 shows the current on H vs Vref for voltages of 5 V (neuron on) and 0 V (neuron off) on V+. When Vref is set to 0 V (5 V), the resulting current swings between 0 ,gA (-140 isA) and 140 JLA (0 uA). In other words, when Vref is set to either 0 V or 5 V, this is a twoquadrant multiplier. If, however, Vref is set to any intermediate value, the output current swing is bipolar. In particular, for the circuit we fabricated, when Vref = 1.17 V, the positive and negative deviations of the current are symmetric and we have a balanced four-quadrant multiplier.
The speed of the neural network chip is limited principally by the time required to discharge the gates of the synapse transistors through the photodiodes. The discharge current depends on the amount of light striking it and the voltage across the photodiode. Figure 20 shows the current flowing though the synapse as a function of time as all the photodiodes are simultaneously struck with light for three different intensity levels; Vref was set to 1.17 V for this measurement. As expected, the response time is inversely proportional to the light intensity and corresponds to a switching energy of 1.55 pJ. This chip was not optimized for speed (phototransistors could be used in place of the photodiodes); however, we can use the measurement of Fig. 20 to obtain an estimate for the speed with which we can operate such a network. Let us assume that we have available optical power equal to 1 W and a chip consisting of 100 X 100 synapses. The diffraction efficiency of the disk was estimated to be approximately 0.1% which yields 1 mW total power incident on the chip, or 100 nW per synapse. Dividing the switching energy by the available power per synapse, we obtain 15.5 us response time. This corresponds to 3 Gbits/s transfer rate between memory and chip. Even though this is a remarkable rate, there is a lot of room for improvement in the speed in this design, through a disk with better light efficiency, the use of phototransistors, and a reduction in the number of bits used in the MDACs.
In the neural network implementation described above, the disk is used only as a parallel read-out storage device and the electronic chip is used to perform all the calculations. It is also possible to use the disks as computer-generated holograms or transparencies in many of the optical neural network architectures that have been previously proposed.' 8 In such optical neural networks, the analog multiplication needed to implement the weights is performed by propagating an incident light field through a transparency (the disk in this case) and summing multiple such products onto a single detector location. To accomplish this, the output of each neuron must be an optical signal. This can be done through the use of spatial light modulators or optoelectronics. The optoelectronic approach for building the neurons combined with implementation of the synapses on the disk is schematically shown in Fig. 21 . The neurons can be fabricated in GaAs' 9 on which detectors, sources, and electronic circuits can be monolithically integrated. We can greatly increase the density of neurons on the GaAs chip compared to the previous approach, since we no longer require circuitry on the chip to detect the weights and multiply them with the neuron outputs. Second, since optics provides us with greater flexibility in performing the interconnections between the neu-rons, we can, at least in principle, construct not only larger but also more general neural network architectures beyond multilayer feedforward networks.
V. Correlators
The correlation function c(i,y) is defined as system should provide invariance to multiple object attributes. Often the best way to achieve this invariance is to use a large number of reference patterns f against which to compare g in order to obtain reliable recognition.
Optical image correlators based on Fourier transform (FT) holograms were proposed by VanderLugt in 1964.20 For optical correlation to be a realistic approach to image recognition, we require a memory device sufficient to store a large reference image library, an SLM which interfaces with this memory in real time, and a scanning or addressing mechanism which allows interrogation of the entire reference library in a reasonable amount of time. The optical disk provides these three characteristics in one device. In this section, we describe several optical disk based image correlation architectures and present experimental results taken from selected systems. 21 22 We will examine critical parameters associated with each architecture and evaluate each system in terms of power and speed.
A. VanderLugt CGH Correlator
The first disk based image correlator to be described is the simple VanderLugt correlator shown in Fig. 22 .
As can be seen from the figure, a Fourier transform computer-generated hologram recorded on the optical disk is used as a Fourier plane filter for the input image. The product of the transforms of the input and reference images is formed at the disk and an inverse transform yields the desired 2-D correlation in the output plane. As the disk rotates, a new correlation pattern is generated every time a different CGH aligns with the input image FT. Therefore, whenever there is a match between the input FT and the CGH, a peak occurs in the output plane of the system. The location of this peak, which corresponds to the location of the object of interest in the input plane, may be anywhere in the correlation plane. Therefore, a 2-D detector array is required to acquire the correlation data. thermore, since the correct correlation only occurs during the brief periods of alignment between the input FT and the CGH, the detector array need only be queried at these times. A pulsed laser or an electronically gated detector array could be used to achieve the appropriate sampling. The proper operation of this system depends on the optical quality of various disk coating materials which are capable of introducing random phase distortions across the system filter plane. As we discussed in Sec. II, however, the optical quality of several commercially available disks is sufficient to make them suitable for these applications. As with other FT based architectures, one advantage of this correlator is its potentially high speed. The correlation rate in this system is limited by disk rotation rate and detectability of the correlation peak. Taking a typical disk rotation rate of 40 Hz, we calculate a correlation rate R, = 400,000 correlations/s for 100 X 100 pixel images. This correlation rate implies that to detect a correlation peak, each element of the 2-D detector array in the output plane must have a bandwidth of 400 kHz. Further, we can calculate the peak detectibility np given by the number of photons detected at the correlation peak, by first calculating the peak dwell time r, multiplying this by the expected power in the correlation peak Pc, and dividing by the photon energy. That is:
where v is the frequency of the optical field. Peak dwell time is given simply by -= 1/NRC where N is the number of pixels in the reference image in the along track direction. In the case of random, bipolar images, the expected fraction of diffracted power that will be measured at the peak is 1/2. By random we mean that each pixel of the image is equally likely to take on either of the two possible values ±1. Given the disk diffraction efficiency, a, and the source power P 8 , the correlation peak power is
Substituting P = 10 mW and = 0.1%, we find an expected peak power P = 5 W. This rate leads to an easily detectable 105 photons in the correlation peak. The two most significant drawbacks of this system are alignment criticality and computational overhead. For each reference filter, a 2-D FT CGH must be computed and written on the disk. For a large reference library the time required for this procedure can be long. More importantly, the alignment of the input FT and the CGH is critical to within the resolution of the CGH ( 1 m). As the disk rotates, nonuniformities resulting from wobble and disk center offset, lead to nonuniformities in reference image location with respect to the optical system. For example, the Sony WORM disks we use allow up to 10 of wobble and up to 50 /im offset between the rotational center of the disk and the actual track center. These nonuniformities must be compensated for the output correlation to be accurate.
B. Photorefractive Correlator
Since the wobble and offset problems introduce slowly varying nonuniformities (<50 wobble cycles/ rotation), the problem of alignment sensitivity can be effectively dealt with using real time compensation with feedback of the sort used in commercial disk drives; however, the computational overhead associated with generating the desired reference library in the above system remains a problem. The system of Figure 23 eliminates this processing time by allowing the reference images themselves to be recorded on the disk instead of FT CGHs. In this system, a photorefractive crystal or any other real time, temporary holographic storage medium is used to record a hologram of the input FT. During the recording phase, the disk illumination is blocked and the input transparency is illuminated from the right. A hologram is formed between the input FT and the reference beam as shown. This hologram will then be read out using the reference library. On readout, the input is blocked and the disk is illuminated. The product of the input and reference FTs is formed in the crystal and inverse transformed to yield the correlation output.
If the photorefractive crystal is replaced by a thin medium such as a holographic plate, then the output pattern is exactly the desired 2-D correlation; however, it has been shown that when a thick hologram is used in the filter plane of such a system, the resulting output is a 1-D slice of the 2-D correlation pattern. 2 3 Despite the advantages gained in terms of computational overhead and detector simplicity, alignment compensation remains a critical issue with this system. The expected correlation rate obtainable using this system is again limited primarily by disk speed and peak detectability. A rate of 400,000 correlations/s is still easily achievable, yielding a detected signal at the correlation peak of more than 105 photons using again a 10 mW source.
This system has been experimentally demonstrated using a thin hologram in place of the photorefractive crystal. For this experiment, we chose to use a Sony WORM disk as an SLM at the input as well as the reference. The results are shown in Fig. 24 . Figure   24 (a) shows the image recorded on two Sony disks; one disk was used to record the filter plane hologram on the plate and the another was used to read out the hologram. The correlation plane output is shown in Fig.  24(b) . The characteristic autocorrelation peak appears in the output.
C. Rotating Mirror Correlator
The previous two Fourier transform based correlators implement Eq. (29) to generate the correlation function. While FT based systems are typically superior in terms of speed, alignment and coherence requirements are relative disadvantages. We discuss next two systems which perform 2-D correlations based on Eq. (30). In these systems the correlation function is generated by calculating an inner product for every relative shift between input and reference Rotating Mirror images. Since these shifts will be generated sequentially, the correlation will appear as a 1-D signal representing a raster version of the desired 2-D correlation pattern. As we will see, these systems sacrifice correlation rate for operational simplicity without alignment criticality, while at the same time relieving source coherence requirements.
A simple image plane correlator is shown in Fig. 25 .
An image of the input scene is formed at the disk on which a library of reference images resides. The total transmitted or reflected light is collected by a detector at the output. The rotation of a polygon mirror causes the input image to scan the disk radially while the disk rotation itself provides scanning in the orthogonal direction. The detected light therefore represents the instantaneous inner produce between the input and a shifted version of one of the references. All relative shifts between input and reference images are generat- This system is capable of operating with incoherent illumination. One critical limitation, however, is its speed. The speed in this architecture is dictated primarily by the rates of the relative scanning mechanisms. Specifically, to generate an accurate correlation signal, the radial scan time must be less than the time it takes the references to rotate by 1 pixel. The correlation rate is thus limited by factors such as reference image, pixel size, radial scan rate, disk rotation speed, and ultimately by illumination level and disk efficiency. For our experiment, the speed of the rotating mirror is the limiting factor, and it results in a corelation rate of 400 correlations/s for 100 X 100 pixel images. This system, although significantly slower than FT based systems, provides a simple solution to the FT correlator alignment problems by operating in the image plane. As with any incoherent correlator, the present system is a unipolar architecture and some bias removal mechanism is necessary to retrieve a bipolar or high SNR correlation signal. These bias removal techniques have been discussed at length in the literature. 2 4 
D. Acoustooptic Correlator
The most obvious way to improve the speed of the above system is to increase the speed of the radial scanning mechanism. Since the speed of commercially available polygon mirror based scanners is limited to about 40 kHz, we have considered instead the system of Fig. 27 which utilizes an acoustooptic (AO) device as the radial scanner. The AO scanner can achieve scan rates up to 10 MHz. In this architecture, a chirp signal propagating in the AO device generates a moving cylindrical lens with power in the horizontal dimension. This moving cylindrical lens becomes part of the system that images the input onto the disk. Consequently, as the AO lens moves horizontally, the image formed on the disk is scanned radially. The orthogonal scanning is achieved by disk rotation as before and the light collected by the detector once again represents the desired correlation signal.
The correlation rate in this system is still constrained by the radial scan speed; however, since this scanning is generated by virtue of the propagation of a RF chirp in the Bragg cell, the resulting correlation rate is much higher than before. The RF chirp parameters are chosen so as to utilize as much AO spacebandwidth product as the input image requires, while minimizing scan time. Specifically, where tc is the required RF chirp duration, tAO is the AO aperture, and SBPIN and SBPAO are the input and AO space-bandwidth products, respectively. We have built this system using a TeO 2 AO cell with a 70 ,s aperture and a RF chirp centered at 40 MHz with a chirp rate of 4 MHz/As. Using the above equation with SBPIN = 100 and SBPAO = 1000 the required chirp duration was calculated to be 7 irs. A SAW device was used to generate the desired chirp signal. The resulting radial scan rate of 1/7 As 140 kHz, yields a correlation rate of 1400 correlations/s. Again, this correlator is incoherent, but quasimonochromatic light would be required because of the wavelength sensitivity of the AO lens. The impulse response of the AO lens scanner is shown in Fig. 28 . The image of an input transparency was formed on a CCD using one cylindrical lens with power in the horizontal dimension and the AO lens for vertical imaging. The input illumination was pulsed so that the AO lens might be frozen in various vertical positions. The delay between the onset of the RF chirp and the laser diode pulse determines the position of the image on the CCD. As can be seen from the figure, the AO lens imaging characteristics are quite good. The output of the AO lens correlator is shown in Fig. 29 . The input to this system was once again the transparency of the acronym CIT and the reference was a duplicate CIT written on an Optotech WORM disk using a simple recording system which we built. The correlator output is, therefore, the 2-D autocorrelation of the input image.
The reference image shown in Fig. 29(a) is relatively large so that a radial scanning distance of 2 cm was required to generate an accurate correlation signal. ingsystems. ThelargeSBP(-101),simplecomputer As can be seen from Figs. 29(b) and 29(c), the optical addressability, natural scanning mechanism, and parsystem output agrees well with the predicted autocorallel accessibility are all features making the optical relation signal of Figure 26(b) . disk a candidate for use as both memory and SLM in these systems. The sampled format recording scheme VI. Conclusions results in across track coherence, facilitating the storThis paper describes the use of optical memory disks age of 2-D data on the disk. This format also results in in optical computing and optical information process-the absence of grooves on the disk, which eliminates sampling of the bias reflectivity thereby increasing image plane contrast. The third attractive characteristic of the disks we used is the optical flatness of the glass coating material. This allows these disks to be used in coherent processing such as holographic reconstruction and complex spatial filtering.
Parallel optical access to images and holograms stored on disks provides the possibility of implementing specialized parallel computing schemes such as database machines, image correlators, and optical disk/VLSI hybrid neural networks. We have demonstrated several of these systems and have shown the potential advantage of such systems over their electronic counterparts. Owing to the maturity of optical disk technology, the architectures described here are feasible using existing disk systems and readily available supporting devices. ,y) is the desired binary image, Ax the along and Ay the across track spacing, Ar the radius of the written spots, and ri the complex amplitude reflectivity of areas written i times. Because spots written by the Sony system have a constant angular separation along track, Ax is actually a function of radial position on the disk and varies between Ar and 24r. The third term in Eq. (Al) represents the overlap of adjacent spots in the along track direction when Ax < 2r (Fig. 30) . We otherwise ignore track curvature for now and assume that the pixels lie on a Cartesian grid. The effects of track curvature are analyzed in Secs. II and III.
Because the Sony write once material nearly saturates after a single exposure to the write beam such that r 2 rl, we drop the third term of Eq. (Al) and
